
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Indoril functions:

Indoril is composed of 4 sub-functions, you can view these functions by searching for the exact name 
in the github account (https://github.com/IbrahimTanyalcin/I-PV)  under master branch, at 
javascript.txt or javascript_noconnector.txt:

1- ordinatorRotate : Accepts 2 arguments, an array of point coordinates between 0-1 with point index 
as the last value ([x, y, z, i]) and an array of angles defining rotation in degrees around each axis ([xRot,
yRot, zRot]). The index is retrieved from the ids[“mut”] object where every mutation is stored. Rotates
a given point (vector of 3 dimensions x, y and z) in 3D coordinates by multiplying with 3 by 3 matrix. 
Translation and scaling is calculated on top of resulting vector rather than using 4 by 4 homogeneous 
matrix.

2- ordinatorMap2D : Accepts a single argument of point coordinates between 0-1 ([x, y, z, i]). Maps a 
point to 2 dimensions with x and y coordinates [x, y, i], returning the index as last value. The origin is 
0,0 by default. Translations and scaling are calculated separately.

3- ordinatorFetchData: Accepts 3 arguments each defining the name of functions to be invoked in 
string for each axis respectively (x,y and z). It retrieves the data either from objects in memory or the 
DOM element it self. Although expensive to perform, this procedure is done only once before passing 
the points to the renderer. The ordinatorFetchData returns an object:

{points:[[x1,y1,z1,i],[x2,y2,z2,i2], [...],labels:[[0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1.0], [“a”, ”b”..]...],
labelNames:[“continuous”,”ordinal”,...]}

Points is an array of array of vectors with x,y,z coordinates with index as the last value. Labels are an 
array of 3 arrays each bearing tick marks to be placed equally spaced in-between and around the axes 
respectively.  Label names are strings designating what each axis shows.

Each function is passed the current element and a type where “arguments” is the string of function 
names passed to the ordinatorFetchDataFunction:

//populate points
var args = {points:[],labels:[],labelNames:[]};
ids["mut"].forEach(function(d,i){

args.points.push([options[X](d),-options[Y](d),options[Z](d),i]);
});

//populate labels
for (var i=0;i<3;i++) {

args.labels.push(options[arguments[i]](0,"label"));
args.labelNames.push(arguments[i]);

}
return args;



The functions can be one of the following values of the below hash:

var options = {
polyphen2:polyphen2,
sift:sift,
position:getPos,
chemicalType:getType,
altType:getAltType,
AAtype:getAAtype,
altAAtype:getAltAAtype,
hydro:hydro,
altHydro:altHydro,
avgPrediction:getAvgScore,
aaChange:getAAchangeScore,
domain:getDomainType,
customdb:getCustomDB,
MAF:getMAF,
conservation:getConservation,
aggregateFeature:aggregateFeature,
hist1:hist1,
hist2:hist2,
hist3:hist3

};

Below are what each function returns. If a given mutation does not have the value required by the 
function, it returns -0.5. Such values can be hidden by the user by clicking on the Hide 'NA' values in 
the upper left corner of the Indoril window.

polyphen2: returns the polyphen2 score of the given mutation. 

sift: returns the sift score subtracted from 1 (since values closer to 0 are considered more 
deleterious, unlike polyphen2). 

getPos: returns the position of the residue along protein. The resulting value is normalized 
between 0(start) and 1(end).

getType: returns the coarse chemical type of wildtype amino acid classified as nonpolar, polar, 
positive, negative and aromatic.

getAltType:  similar to getType but returns the chemical type of mutated amino acid. If the 
mutated amino acid is a stop, returns 1.0. Otherwise returns values between 0.167-0.835

getAAtype: gets the wildtype amino acid letter and returns a score based on the sorted list of 20
amino acids.

getAltAAtype: similar to getAAtype, but mutated amino acid is scored instead.

GetAvgScore: returns the average scores of all the predictors in the database. Currently 
polyphen2 and sift.



getAAchangeScore: scores the amino acid change from wildtype to mutated based on chemical
type by using the following symmetrical matrix with the row reading:

Nonpolar-polar-negative-positive-aromatic
      0          0.25       0.5         0.5        0.25

                  0.25        0         0.5         0.5        0.25
                  0.5        0.5        0            0.75      0.5
                  0.5        0.5        0.75       0           0.5
                  0.25      0.25      0.5         0.5        0

getDomainType: gets the domain where the mutation is located and returns a score based on 
the alphabetically sorted indexes of the domain list.

getCustomDb: get the database the mutation is into and returns a score based on the 
alphabetically sorted indexes of the custom database list. If the mutation is not a member of the any 
user defined database, then returns -0.5. To generate a custom database, it is simply sufficient to add the
custom keyword on the variant source column of the variant file such as customdb_dbSNP instead of 
dbSNP.

getMAF: returns Minor Allele Frequency of the mutation.

getConservation: returns the conservation score of the residue harboring the mutation.

hist1: return the user defined histogram score of the residue harboring the mutation. The values 
are always normalized between 0 and 1, with minimum value mapping to 0 and maximum value 
mapping to 1.

hist2: similar to hist1, but returns the score from the second user defined histogram.

hist3: similar to hist1, but returns the score from the third user defined histogram.

hydro: returns the hydrophobicity of the wildtype residue. 

altHydro: similar to hydro function but returns the hydrophobicity of the mutated amino acid 
instead.

aggregateFeature: this is a relatively new feature built into I-PV from INDORIL. The function 
aims to give values to each residue based on how similar surrounding amino acids are based on a given 
metric. Each residue at ith position is represented by a row vector of 36 columns, each column 
representing feature:



(1)

The values are binary, meaning they can only be 1 or 0.  The distance (D) between is 2 given vectors 
are defined as (these are non-euclidean):

(2)

The maximum value is based on the number of fields in your vector. With the current set of fields in 
INDORIL (36), the maximum distance any amino acid pair can have is 13 (denoted by V). The 
similarity of an amino acid compared to its surrounding region, thus the aggregateFeature, denoted by 
f(residue[, precision є Ν+]), is a function of the amino acid itself and a precision argument which is a 
value between 0 and the total length (l) of the amino acid:

(3)

The result of equation (3) can neither be smaller than 0 nor larger than 1.  Due to the sequence below 
converging to Π2/6 (See Basel Problem):

(4)

Since similarity is bidirectional,  value of f is normalized by dividing with Π2/3. Due to the nature of 
the equation 3, residues further away from the given amino acid contribute less. Therefore a reasonable 
precision would be for instance 10, which is also used internally in INDORIL. 

Binning the resulting values and plotting them can reveal interesting properties of proteins. In a 
separate project where I have built-in this feature with a plotting option, you can observe how this 
function behaves by using Uniprot accession numbers. Go to http://www.mutaframe.com and try 
different proteins by entering their Uniprot id and clicking on the Segmentation button on the upper left
corner. Here are some examples from the human proteome:
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BRAF

EGFR

UBC

VEGFA

You can compare these regions with domain predictors. You can play around with the size of bins or 
the set of fields to consider for your amino acids based on your needs. If you use any derivatives, 
similar functions or the idea described in this section please properly cite this paper. 

4- ordinator: This function starts the ordinator in a separate element and starts the rendering of points. 
It  accepts 2 arguments, ID of the drawing area in string and argument object from the 
ordinatorFetchData function.

For a more comprehensive evaluation of the underlying script, visit the Github page at 
https://github.com/IbrahimTanyalcin/I-PV.

Other technical specs

INDORIL uses svg elements to render a scene upon mouse/drag gestures which enables the user to 
have full control on the elements displayed. Event handlers are easily attached to svg elements allowing
users to get feedback on each element's data. Unfortunately such implementation also comes with a 
performance cost. As the number of variants increase (especially for larger proteins), the number of 
DOM elements can slow down the browser operations. This heavily depends on the Javascript engine 
of the browser in use as well as the client's CPU. The V8 Javascript engine of Chrome can handle up to 
1000 points with acceptable framerates with Intel i7-5700HQ 2.7GHz CPU. Firefox is comparably 
slower due to single core restrictions as noted earlier. Nightly builds are significantly faster when 
compared to vanilla Firefox (https://nightly.mozilla.org/). The current version of i-PV, together with the
INDORIL add-on can be downloaded from http://www.i-pv.org.


